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An approach of human driving behavior correction based on Dynamic

Window Approach

Yue Kang, Danilo Alves de Lima, Alessandro Corrêa Victorino

Abstract— This paper presents the approach of an applica-
ble safety driving methodology for human drivers based on
Dynamic Window Approach (DWA), as an implementation of
Advanced Driving Assist Systems (ADASs). The human driving
behaviors are modelled for the design of controller, refined
by referential paths using evasive trajectory model, and the
linear and angular velocities are limited and corrected by DWA
which performed as an obstacle avoidance strategy. Results of
trajectory following and obstacle avoidance are compared with
the visual servoing (VS) controller as a corresponding approach
of autonomous control pattern.

Index Terms— ADAS, Human Driving Behavior, Driving
Safety, Dynamic Window Approach

I. INTRODUCTION

Safety has been of major and critical interest to the

automation systems since the dawn of the automotive in-

dustry. Developing effective active safety devices has gained

emphasis within the last decades for accident prevention

and harm reduction [1]. A large number of road accidents

occur on the main and secondary roads each year, and driver

error is one of the reasons with evident importance [2]. A

growing number of applicable approaches has been brought

out in the progress of various modelings of driving behavior.

For instance, a similar system is proposed in [3] which

takes into account vehicle dynamics and driver behavior as

coefficient that express how much acceleration the driver

could accept. Another approach of software-based collision

avoidance system was implemented to a dedicated short-

range vehicle-to-vehicle communication for better mitigating

accident collisions [4]. More recently in [5] a safety-based

approaching behavioural model was proposed for the driver’s

car-following behavior with various driving characteristics,

deducted from an integrated driving behavior modeling

framework in previous works [6] [7].

However, these achievements focusing on modeling the

characteristics and behavior of intelligent vehicles rarely

employ the driver’s control instructions to the vehicles.

Taking a step backwards, fully autonomous vehicles are

currently available in rather ideal and constrained experi-

mental environment, and human effect during the driving

has failed to be taken into sufficient consideration while

human drivers’ repulsive controlling characteristics are still

major causes of road crashes [8]. Consequently, approaches

of applicable detection and correction for human decision
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faults, as a supplementary driving assistance system, are in

extreme need.

Traditional Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADASs)

have been exceedingly advanced over the past few

decades [2]. From the first generation described by ”lat-

eral and longitudinal stabilization and control” and repre-

sented by the renowned Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)

and the Electronic Stability Control (ESC) system, to the

later ”careful active actions and warnings” generation with

the Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) [9], Lane Departure

Warning (LDW) [10] and Lane Keeping Support (LKS)

systems [11] [12], till the last generation characterized by

”warnings and full active actions” for which the Mitiga-

tion to effects of Collisions (CM) or Collisions Avoidance

(CAV) [8] by emergency braking or steering holds the

reputation, the ADASs have been playing without doubt

a rewarding and efficient role in the autonomous driving

industry. Our work continues in the same directions leaded

by previous approaches while emphasizing human drivers’

controlling characteristics.

As a complement of ADAS with focus on the judgement

and correction of human drivers’ behavior, our approach

possesses a close relation with teleoperation systems. In [13]

a detailed survey of bilateral teleoperation is performed

along with interactions between human operators, master-

slave robotic servo systems and the operation environment.

In more recent works as in [14] and [15], haptic robotic

systems interact with human users by force feedback and

tactile sensation feedback such that operators amend and

correct their actions in teleoperation. Quite a few related

approaches harbor the significance on operational human-

robot interactions, which is also acknowledged in the domain

of ADAS as human-vehicle interactions. In our work, this

interaction, which is performed as the correction of the

human drivers’ decision faults, is of essential importance.

The objective of our approach is to simulate and correct

the human drivers’ decision faults, which is accomplished

by applying the Dynamic Window Approach (DWA) [16].

The human decision faults are modelled as a Human Driving

Behavior (HDB) controller with predefined trajectory paths

where potential collisions and crashes occur. This approach is

emerged from the approach of our previous work [17], where

the DWA method was applied with an image-based Visual

Servoing (VS) controller [18] to perform the autonomous

road lane following task while avoiding obstacles. A detailed

explanation of this method can be referred in the other paper

submitted by the same authors. While working outstandingly

for the trajectory navigation tasks, the VS control fails to



Fig. 1. Cinematic model diagram for a front wheel car-like robot. In this
model the vehicle reference frame R performs circular trajectories related
to the instantaneous center of curvature (ICC). The pinhole camera frame
is also represented in C.

guarantee the safety of driving with the lack of obstacle

avoidance. In the current approach we focus on the correction

of the human decision faults in the same driving environment

of the autonomous VS-DWA cooperative control pattern, and

a comparaison of performance between the two controllers.

In order to present this methodology, this article is orga-

nized as follows: in Section II, we present the robot model

and the simulation environment; in Section III, we illustrate

our design of control pattern in the perspective of human-

vehicle interactions with a short introduction of DWA-VS

controller used for the comparaison, and the evasive trajec-

tory as the reference for the design of HDB controller; finally

experimental results with performance analysis are presented

in section IV.

II. GENERAL DEFINITIONS

The robot in this work is considered to move in a planar

workspace, similar to the one described in [18], where the

road lane center defines a path once differentiable in IR2. The

robot follows the path according to the kinematic model of

a front wheel car [19] as:
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where the vehicle configuration is given by q = [xr yr θ φ]T ,

with the position (xr, yr) and orientation (θ) of the car’s

reference frame {R} in relation to a static world reference

frame {O}, and φ is the average steering angle of each front

wheel by the Ackerman’s approximation. The orientation and

steering angles (θ and φ) are positive counter-clockwise, with

θ ∈] − π, π] and φ ∈ [−φmax, φmax]. The variables are

illustrated in the Figure 1.

The control input for the vehicle of the model (1) is u =
[v1 v2]

T , which consists of respectively the linear velocity

v1 and the steering velocity v2 of the front wheels. With

the relationship between linear velocity v and front wheels

velocity v1 as v = v1 cos(φ), as well as the angular velocity

θ̇ = v1 cos(φ)/r1 = ω and the steering angle, it is possible

to choose the robot control input as ur = [v ω]T .

Fig. 2. Image frame {I} with the road lane center projection P (in red)
related to the boundaries δ1 and δ2 (in yellow), its tangent Γ (in dark blue)
at the point D and the angle offset Θ of Γ to the axis −Y .

Fig. 3. Obstacles represented in world frame {W} (in blue), with detection
of obstacles and also navigable zone boundaries (in pink).

For the presentation of Visual Servoing (VS) control used

for further comparaisons in the Section III and IV, the

Figure 1 also represents the camera frame {C} with optical

center position in (xc, yc, zc) = (tx, ty, tz) in the robot frame

and a constant tilt offset 0 < ρ < π
2 related to the xr axis.

The camera’s image frame {I} is represented in the Figure 2,

with defined size as (2XI , 2YI ).

The obstacles on the road are represented as blocks with

similar size to our vehicle, as in the Figure 3. An example

from the camera point of view is also represented in the

Figure 2. To simplify the problem, we assume that the

obstacles are in two dimensions, rectangle-shaped and can be

detected by exteroceptive sensors, for instance, LIDAR. This

assumption helps reduce the difficulty of establishing the

simulating and experimental environment while maintain the

feasibility and reliability of the obstacle avoidance required

by the Dynamic Window Approach (DWA).

III. HUMAN-VEHICLE INTERACTIONS

Recalling the principal aim of our work, we propose an

autonomous correction mechanisme to the driving behaviors

based on the Dynamic Window Approach (DWA). With

the interaction between human drivers and the vehicle, the

driving behaviors which are represented by the vehicle

configuration q = [xr yr θ φ]T defined in the Section II, are

revised and optimized by the application of the new control

input u = [v1 v2]
T calculated by DWA.

A. Dynamic Window Approach

The Dynamic Window Approach is a reactive obstacle

avoidance technique proposed originally by [16], with a

modification for car-like robots presented in [20], This ap-

proach optimize an objective function (2) in order to select

the best control input regarding the desired configuration



to the robot. The objective fonction is constituted with

three weighted components: the goal position (heading),

the obstacle distance (dist) and the final linear velocity

(velocity), represented as:

DWA(v, ω) =α · heading(v, ω) + β · dist(v, ω)

+ γ · velocity(v, ω).
(2)

Initially, for the actual velocity of the robot (va, ωa), the

dynamic window Vd is defined for all reachable velocities in

a time interval △t as:

Vd = {(v, ω)| v ∈ [va − v̇△t, va + v̇△t] ,

ω ∈ [ωa − ω̇△t, ωa + ω̇△t]} (3)

where v̇ and ω̇ are respectively the linear and angular

acceleration of the robot.

Following, each reachable velocity must be classified as

admissible or not depending on the obstacle distance (dist)
and the robot maximum breaking accelerations (v̇b, ω̇b). The

velocity is guaranteed as admissible if the distance to the

obstacle in a circular trajectory exceeds the distance required

to stop safely the vehicle. The collision detection algorithm

implemented in the function dist(v, ω) is the one proposed

by [21] for polygonal robots, which defines the set of

admissible velocities:

Va = {(v, ω)| v ≤
√

2 · dist(v, ω) · v̇b,

ω ≤
√

2 · dist(v, ω) · ω̇b} . (4)

Finally, Vs is defined to satisfy the maximum acceleration

constraints v̇max and ω̇max. The dynamic window search

space, which considers the actual speed of the vehicle, its

accelerations, the obstacles in the workspace, and also the

physical limits of the vehicle is consequently generated as:

VDW = Vd ∩ Va ∩ Vs. (5)

B. Design of Control Pattern

According to the control input for the vehicle defined in

the Section II as u = [v1 v2]
T , we simplify the human control

pattern. In an ideal driving environment where no obstacles

are involved, the obstacle distance (dist) in the objective

function is omitted. Naturally human driver conducts the

vehicle in the center of the road lanes, with which the goal

position (heading) in the objective function 2 is determined.

The linear and the angular speeds depend on the maximum

velocity constrain of the vehicle, the legal speed limitions

of the road and the road conditions (turnings, intersections,

etc.). In a simplified experimental circle track, the linear

velocity v1 and the steering velocity v2 are constrained

respecting these elements.

In general, human drivers avoid the collision with two

principal reactions: decelerating and turning. Without any

auxiliary perception of the environment, these reactions

depend only on the individual judgement of the human

drivers [22]. Consequently, the DWA guarantees a limitation

of the input velocities with the help of the obstacle avoidance

and the implement of the obstacle distance (dist). Nonethe-

less, apart form the obstacle avoidance, the essential aim

of human drivers is still guiding the vehicle in the center

of the road, and the the goal position (heading) remains

unchanged.

As a contrast to the human control pattern, we apply the

Visual Servoing (VS) strategy carried out by Cherubini et

al [18], in which two non-linear feedback controllers are

designed for the propose of following a line path projected

in the camera image. With the absence of the capacity to

guarantee the safety of driving, a correction by an obstacle

avoidance technique, in this case the DWA, is consequently

necessary. Omitting the detail of visual perception and

projection, the design of the feedback control of VS is

represented as:

ω = −B+
c (λe+Acvd), (6)

where ω is the feedback gain of the controller, e is the

state error calculated according to the visual characteristics

from the projected image, Ac and Bc are matrixes from the

kinematic model (1) transformed to the image frame, and vd
is the desired linear velocity of the tracking control. For more

details of the implementation and stability analysis see [23].

To imitate the behavior of human driving, we propose an

ordinary but practicable design of feedback control according

to the Euclidean distance between the position (xr, yr) of

the vehicle and a predefined referential trajectory path which

represents the desired driving route. This design of feedback

control, namely human driving behavior (HDB) controller is

represented as:

ω =
vd
vl

√

(xr − xp)2 + (yr − yp)2 + β, (7)

where ω is the feedback gain of the controller, vd is the

desired linear velocity of the tracking control, vl is the

velocity limitation of the vehicle, (xr, yr) are coordinates

of the position of the vehicle, (xp, yp) are coordinates of

the corresponding point on the referential path, and β is an

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) which represents in-

accuracy of human drivers’ control. Noted that this controller

involves no angular information. This omission is acceptable

in the circumstance where human drivers are rarely aware of

the precise drift angle of the vehicle [24].

C. Referential Path Modeling

For the requirement of predefinition of the referential path

in the design of HDB controller, a mathematical model

of driving trajectory is essential. From the approach of

vehicle trajectory prediction [25] we are confirmed that, in an

appropriately simplified driving circumstance, modeling the

human drivers’ behaviors with an ensemble of data, including

the vehicle position coordinates which consist of a discrete

path, and the linear and angular velocities representing the

decision of acceleration, brake and steering, is practical

and adequate. In an obstacle-free circumstance this path is

located in the middle of the drivable road, in the form of

segments in a straight line or an arc, depending on the road

driving condition characteristics. With obstacles involved,

this geometrical layout of driving path is inadequate. In our



approach, an evasive trajectory [8] is applied in the task of

obstacle avoidance. This trajectory is described by a sigmoid

curve in the form as:

y(x) =
ym

1 + e−a(x−c)
, (8)

where ym is the maximum y-value, a defines the slope at

x = c of the sigmoid curve and c defines the position of

the inflection point of the curve, therefore the total length as

s = 2c. The curve of the trajectory along with its parameters

is presented in the Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Evasive trajectory for obstacle avoidance.

Noted that the definition of the evasive trajectory is not a

function of time (i.e. an abuse of the naming ”trajectory”),

we utilize henceforth this model as a segment of a referential

path. For the determination of the referential path in the

task of obstacle avoidance for HDB controller, we manually

revise the initial path, which is obtained in the obstacle-free

circumstance, at the segments where obstacles occupy the

initial path, as presented in the Figure 5.

(a) Initial referential path. (b) Revised referential path with ob-
stacles.

Fig. 5. Referential path revision using evasive trajectory.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Validation

Our first experiment aims at validating the design of

imitational feedback controlling mechanism of the HDB

controller that mimics the driving behaviors of humankind.

The vehicle is set in a closed-loop athletic-track-shaped

environment as workspace without obstacles, in which a

referential clockwise path in the middle of the right-side

road is predefined. The vehicle succeeded the path following

task in accordance with the HDB controller applied to the

kinematic model (1), as represented in the Figure 6.

The results in the Figure 6(a) demonstrated the driving

route by HDB controller with an ideal referential path, while

the Figure 6(b) illustrated the divergence of the coordinates

of the actual driving route in comparison with the reference.

While the overall route converged to the referential path,

the largest deviation of the driving route occurred when the
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(a) Reference path (in red, hereinafter) and actual driving route by
HDB controller (in blue, hereinafter).
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(b) Contrast of coordinates X and Y of the two routes.

Fig. 6. Validation of HDB controller design.

vehicle left the curve and entered the straight road. This

phenomenon is due to the absence of angular information

in the design of the HDB controller, which causes time

delay of establishing the steady angular state. It also reflects

the common failure of the judgement by the human drivers

as incorrect estimation of the actual steering angle of the

vehicle.

B. Comparison with VS

For the purpose of proving the feasibility and reliability

of our methodology in the sense of safety driving, we

set up obstacles showed in the Figure 3 in the simulation

environment, and apply DWA method to both HDB and VS

controllers. The results are presented in the Figure 7.

The routing result presented in the Figure 7(a) demon-

strated that both controllers succeeded in guiding the robot

to avoid obstacles with the application of DWA. Although the

difference between the two routes did not prove adequately

the advantage of our approach, the Figure 7(b) demonstrated

that, after an essential deceleration before engaging the

avoidance, the vehicle applied with the HDB controller

passed the obstacle while maintaining a relatively high linear

velocity. In contrast, with a sharp drop followed by a long

period of low-speed forwarding, the robot guided by the

VS controller failed to retain the velocity during a passing

manoeuvre, which demanded a consequently long passing

time and an increase of energy consuming.

In addition, the Figure 7(c) illustrated that HDB controller

guaranteed the smoothness of turning procedure. The angular

velocity of the robot calculated by HDB controller remained
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(a) HDB control driving route (in blue, hereinafter) and VS control
driving route (in green, hereinafter), both in portion.
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(b) Comparison of linear velocities.
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(c) Comparison of angular velocities.

Fig. 7. Comparison of performance in obstacle avoidance.

in a suitable interval. As a contrast, with the guidance of the

VS controller, the angular velocity rapidly flipped with peak

values considerably larger than those calculated by HDB

controller. The experimental result proved HDB controller

available and feasible with the cooperation of DWA method

and a predefined referential path, while reducing the demand

of deceleration in comparison with the VS controller.

C. Danger Behaviors Correction

In this experimental section, the performance of our

methodology is examined in the circumstance where human

drivers adopt danger behaviors while driving. For the purpose

of representing the danger behaviors, the referential path

is adjusted according to the evasive trajectory presented in

the Section III-C. Firstly we postpone the turning of the

path before bypassing an obstacle to simulate the delayed

steering decision of human drivers. Another danger behavior

is presented as a wrong turning which leads to a potential

thread of collision. Both adjustments of the referential path

are presented in the Figure 8(a).

The experimental result of the route, also presented in the

Figure 8(a), illustrated that the robot successfully avoided the

potential danger of collision with the application of HDB

controller and VS-DWA method. The route taken by the

robot applying the HDB controller held a safe distance from

the obstacles and simultaneously remained smooth and stable

from the perspective of the reference frame. In addition,

the Figure 8(b) reclaimed the maintenance of linear velocity

during the bypass period, as is mentioned in the Section IV-

B. Although a larger interval of angular velocity is observed

in the Figure 8(c), in comparison with the result in the

Figure 7(c), the peaks during the first period of steering is

decreased, and a smooth passing manoeuvre is consequently

guaranteed.

 

 

Referential Path

Correction

(a) Referential path with danger behaviors (in red) and corrected route by HDB
controller (in blue), both in portion.
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(b) Linear velocity calculated by
HDB controller.
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(c) Angular velocity calculated by
HDB controller.

Fig. 8. Result of danger behaviors correction performed by HDB controller.

In the following experiment, we took a step further to

enlarge excessively the hazard of danger driving behavior

by canceling the turning of the path before passing an

obstacle. In such circumstance the obstacle occupies and

blocks completely the referential pas as presented in the

Figure 9(a).

The results presented in the Figure 9(a) revealed again

a smooth and stable trajectory from the perspective of the

reference frame with the manoeuvre of obstacle avoidance.

The maintenance of linear velocity during the bypass period

is also observed in such circumstance as illustrated in the

Figure 9(b). The major concern in this part of experiment lies

in the result of the angular velocity showed in the Figure 9(c).

In comparison with the results from the previous experiments

in the Figure 7(c) and 8(c), the angular velocity by HDB

controller in such circumstance revealed a smooth process of

steering with minor values of the angular velocity and fewer

peaks. Due to the curve characteristics of the referential path,

we conclude that the quality of the referential path influences

considerably the behavior of HDB controller, thus affecting

consequently the outcome of the practical control of the

robot.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented an approach of modeling

the behaviors and decisions of human drivers, which has

established the foundation of a simplified control pattern

of human drivers’ behaviors. With the application of DWA

providing the validation of the linear and angular velocities of

the vehicle, potential dangerous behaviors of human drivers

have been refrained and corrected. Safety of driving in such

circumstance has been therefore guaranteed.
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(a) Referential path with inevitable collision (in red) and corrected route by
HDB controller (in blue), both in portion.
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(b) Linear velocity calculated by
HDB controller.
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(c) Angular velocity calculated by
HDB controller.

Fig. 9. Result of danger behaviors correction performed by HDB controller.

In comparison with the experimental results of VS con-

troller, our control pattern with the focus on human-vehicle

interaction have proved its superiority in maintaining the

smoothness and stability of the obstacle passing manoeuvre.

Control strategies determined by human drivers, or in our

approach by HDB controller, with both absolute values and

smoothness of the control variables being promising, have

also been confirmed as practical and applicable on actual

intelligent vehicles.

Our approach has yet called for quite a few further

progresses. The most apparent shortcoming of our design

is the indispensable predefinition of the referential path or

trajectory. A real-time calculation to achieve the referential

trajectory from the perspective of human drivers, and a

reliable localisation method to guarantee the acquisition

of the position of the vehicle, are consequently desired.

The characteristics of the referential path has also revealed

its significance to the performance of the HDB controller.

Therefore . These current deficiencies will point out the

direction of our future research.
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